ABSTRACT
Context-oriented programming languages ease the design and implementation of context-dependent applications. ContextJ is a context-oriented extension to the Java programming language. In this paper, we assess the applicability of ContextJ language abstractions for the development of a graphical user interface-based application. We present a text editor that has been implemented with ContextJ based on the Qt Jambi framework and discuss possible extensions to ContextJ to improve its applicability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Context-oriented programming [8] (COP) addresses the development of systems, whose behavior varies depending on their context of use. In most cases, a behavioral variation is not implemented by a single object; instead, it is distributed over a team of collaborating objects. Such distributed functionality is denoted as crosscutting concern [10]. The modularization and composition of crosscutting concerns requires additional language abstractions beyond object-oriented programming. COP introduces layers, an encapsulation mechanism for crosscutting behavioral variations. A layer can be dynamically activated and composed with other layers, allowing fine-grained control of an application’s run-time behavior. COP has been implemented as extension to several programming languages [5, 7, 13–15] to support various problem domains.

ContextJ [1] is our compiler-based COP extension to the Java programming language. In this paper, we present a ContextJ case study to assess its applicability for the development of graphical user interface (GUI)-based applications. Such applications typically consist of multiple threads handling user interaction. We present a prototypical implementation of a development environment for ContextJ that supports rich text comments in Java/ContextJ compilation units. Depending on the current activity, i.e., programming or documentation, the GUI provides different UI elements that are modularized with layers and that can be activated at run-time.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces ContextJ, Section 3 presents our ContextJ-based GUI application, Section 4 discusses the benefits and drawbacks of the implementation. Previous and related work is considered in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the paper and presents future work.

2. CONTEXT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITH CONTEXTJ

2.1 Overview
COP allows for the convenient expression of behavioral variations that cut across a system’s dominant decomposition. Context-dependent functionality is explicitly represented and can be dynamically composed at run-time. Context that requires a composition of behavioral variations can be everything that is computationally accessible [8], such as state, control flow, or properties of the system’s environment.

Layers. Behavioral variations are implemented by layered methods. A layered method consists of a base method definition and at least one partial method definition, which is defined in a layer. A base method denotes the Java method definition that is executed when no active layer provides a corresponding partial method. A partial method definition implements the functionality of a behavioral variation that extends or overrides a base method definition for the time the layer is active.

Dynamic composition. Layers can be composed at run-time. Invocations of layered methods are first sent to their active partial method definitions. During its execution, a behavioral variation can proceed to a corresponding partial method in another active layer or, if such method does not exist, to the base method definition. If more than one active layer provides a partial definition for a layered method, the order of layer activation defines the proceed chain, in which
the layer activated last is accessed first. Per default, layer
activation is scoped per thread and to the dynamic extent
of a block of statements.

2.2 ContextJ

The ContextJ programming language features the layers-
in-class style [8]: each class affected by a layer $L$ contains a
declaration of $L$ that contains partial methods for its class.
Thus, classes carry their own context-specific variations.

A layer definition consists of an identifier and a list of
method definitions. These definitions specify either new
methods that are visible in the scope of their layer, or par-
tial method definitions, whose signature must correspond to
a base method in the hierarchy of the enclosing class. During
layer activation, invocations of this method are dispatched
to the definition provided by this layer.

The built-in pseudo method proceed can be used to ex-
plicitly invoke the next partial method definition (or the base
method). Both the return type and the expected arguments
of proceed conform to the method’s signature.

In addition to method definitions, layers can also contain
fields that are visible within the layer’s scope. The state of
these fields persists after layer deactivation until the next
activation.

To control scoped layer activation, ContextJ provides
the with block statement that can be used in method
bodies. It consists of list of expressions of type Layer, Iterable<Layer>, or Layer[] that specify the layer
identifiers to be activated for the dynamic extent of its
block. If the with arguments are evaluated to an empty
list (or null), no additional layer will be activated. The
without block construct, as counterpart to with, is used for
explicitly disabling layer execution for a certain control flow.

3. DEVELOPING GUI APPLICATIONS
WITH CONTEXTJ

For our ContextJ case study, we developed a program-
ing environment that supports rich text comments within
ContextJ programs.

Context-dependent GUI functionality. Modern rich text
ing editing environments, such as Microsoft Word, provide ex-
tensive functionality to edit, format, and manage text and
other elements, for example, pictures and data tables. Such
large feature sets cause an additional complexity that also
end-users have to cope with. To ease the use of complex
work-flows, Word-like applications support context-specific
menus and toolbars that emphasize important and hide irrel-
levant functionality. For instance, Microsoft Word provides
an environment that partly integrates Microsoft Excel fea-
tures to deal with tables; Excel-specific functionality (such
as toolbars and menu entries) and behavior (such as cell
calculation and formatting) is provided whenever a table is
selected by the user. The ContextJ-based application pre-
sented in Section 3.1, provides similar behavior for the tasks
programming and code commenting.

Rich text-based source-code comments. The documenta-
tion of applications is an important task in the software
development process. In addition to architectural and in-
frastructural descriptions, the documentation of source-code
artifacts is vital for understanding and evolving software
systems. Therefore, most programming languages support
source-code comments. However, most languages and pro-
gramming environments restrict comments to plain text;
text formatting is not possible. To overcome this issue, tools
like JavaDoc allow for the generation of HTML documents
from source-code. This leads to a separation of source code
from its formatted documentation, which is unintended in
most cases since it requires additional effort to synchronize
source code and comments.

---

1ContextJ is available for download at http://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/swa/cop
3.1 CJEdit

In the following, we give an overview of CJEdit, a simple programming environment for ContextJ. The editor is equipped with syntax highlighting, an outline view, and a compilation/execution toolbar. Additionally, CJEdit allows to format ContextJ compilation units with rich text comments. For this task, the editor provides rich text formatting features, such as font family, size, style, and color modifications. Through the combination of rich text and source code, CJEdit documents are single-source, executable representations of code and documentation.

Both activities require different functionality, therefore our application supports focusing on the actual task at hand by offering only relevant tools, menus, and widgets. A context switch between text editing and programming features is either directly triggered by the user, or on text cursor change: While writing new text, the user can enter the programming mode by pushing a toolbar button. Whenever the text cursor is moved through the document from text to code and vice versa, the GUI elements are changed accordingly. Figure 1 shows two screenshots of CJEdit. The left screenshot presents the application’s rich text formatting mode. The toolbar offers various text formatting actions. The right image depicts the programming mode, where the editor comes with an outline and a different toolbar. To support focusing on the source code, any rich text within the document is faded gray.

3.2 Implementation

CJEdit is implemented using ContextJ and the Qt Jambi GUI Framework [12]. The editor consists of approximately 1400 lines of code, where most parts are written with plain Java constructs and the help of the Qt GUI Designer. The overlay of task-specific user interfaces and behavior is implemented in ContextJ. The system contains layers that encapsulate rich text and programming widgets such as toolbars and their corresponding behavior.

Encapsulation of GUI elements into layers. Figure 2 shows the implementation of the layers that encapsulate the creation of the task-specific user interfaces. Both layers provide partial methods of showToolBars and showMenus resp. showWidgets (Lines 10-21, 31-42) that are executed after the execution of their base methods. On a task switch, the system hides specific GUI elements by calling hideWidgets (Lines 22-25, 46-50) and invokes the showWidgets, showMenus, and showToolBars methods. Thus, the layers extend hideWidgets with a partial method that removes the layer-specific widgets.

Text blocks carry their composition. The editor’s underlying document tree represents each text line as a text block node. Each block holds a list of layers that should be activated when it is focused. By default, blocks refer to the layers responsible for rich text behavior. If the user switches to the programming activity (by pressing the code button in the toolbar), the following text blocks are linked with programming environment-specific layers.

Task-dependent behavioral variations. Layers are recomposed whenever the type of the focused block changes from rich text to code block, and vice versa. This change is explicitly activated by entering or leaving the programming activity (by pressing the code button) or on moving the text cursor between blocks of different types.

For the dynamic extent of the recomposition, the layer list of the current block is activated. The composition is triggered by the onCursorPositionChanged event, as depicted in Figure 3. First, hideWidgets is invoked in the context of layers of the previous block to remove their specific widgets. The GUI elements are then recomposed with the layer composition of the current block.

4. LESSONS LEARNED

The two main behavioral variations implemented in our example, namely rich text editing and program development have been implemented using layers. The layers contain partial method definitions that implement the variations of the default behavior of certain methods. The user-based be-
import layer RTFWidgets;
import layer CodeWidgets;

public class CJEditWindow extends QMainWindow {
    ...}
    void onCursorPositionChanged () {
        with (getLayersOfPreviousBlock ()) {
            hideWidgets ();
        }
        with (getLayersOfCurrentBlock ()) {
            showWidgets ();
            showMenus ();
            showToolBars ();
        }
    }
}

Figure 3: Layer recomposition on cursor position change.

behavioral switch can be mapped directly to dynamic layer composition.

Besides these benefits, we had to consider some characteristics of GUI-based programming that led to additional challenges for the ContextJ-based implementation. The two most important findings are explained in the following.

First, user interaction with GUI behavior is less control flow-centric but rather event-driven. This complicates dynamic extent-based layer composition as proposed originally by COP. Figure 4 depicts a control flow in CJEdit. On user interaction, the onCodeModeSelected event is triggered that computes the layers to be activated for the programming environment mode. Subsequent user interactions – such as printing the document, writing new text, or moving the text cursor through the document – activate this composition in their respective control flows. In the source code, this issue is manifested as repeated with statements in the event callback methods, which itself is a crosscutting concern.

Another issue is the intrinsic difference between declarative GUI specifications and dynamic behavioral variations. Figure 2 shows the CJEdit implementation of task-dependent GUI elements. The exclusive specification of layer-specific widgets is not sufficient, we also need auxiliary methods such as showWidgets and hideWidgets, and explicitly trigger their execution after layer activation. In an better solution, we would only need to declare the GUI variations and add them to the internal structure. With the activation of a layer, the layered state of this structure would be activated, too.

5. PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK

Several COP extensions have been developed for dynamic programming languages such as Lisp [5], Smalltalk [7], Python [14,15], and Ruby [13]. They have been implemented using the respective language’s meta-level facilities; none of them utilizes bytecode transformation as done in ContextJ.

First ideas about a COP language extension to Java have been presented in [6], but neither provide a language specification, nor an implementation. The first Java-based prototype is ContextJ* [8], a Java library that implements the core concepts of COP. The convenient use of ContextJ* is hindered by the lack of a declarative syntax, leading to complex implementations in ContextJ* programs.

Java-based aspect-oriented programming languages, such as AspectJ [9] or CaesarJ [2], also provide abstractions to modularize crosscutting concerns but focus on functionality that is repeatedly used at different points in a program. This view differs from ContextJ, where crosscutting behavioral variations are considered as parts of the classes themselves.

The CaesarJ [2] language unifies classes, aspects, and packages. CaesarJ aspects can be deployed at run-time using different kinds of dynamic scope, much like ContextJ layers. CaesarJ supports virtual classes [11], a concept that enables dynamic class extension, depending on the caller’s scope. The ability of virtual classes to extend modules is similar to layers. However, class extension with layers is not bound on the caller’s module but differs depending on the current layer composition.

The maintenance and development of software product-lines is addressed by feature-oriented programming [4]. The Java-based AHEAD Tool Suite [3] provides a Java language extension supporting constructs such as class refinements for static feature-oriented composition. Layers are distinct rules describing static class refinements. Some foundations of AHEAD and ContextJ are the same: Both introduce new or alternative program behavior through layers. However, AHEAD applies compile-time composition of feature variations, whereas ContextJ allows for run-time composition.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced to the ContextJ programming language and considered it as basis for the development of GUI-based applications. We presented a case study, in which we implemented CJEdit, a ContextJ development
environment with the ability to comment source-code with rich text. In our example, ContextJ language features support the separation of activity-specific concerns. In addition, we identified issues for future improvement to provide better support for the development of event-based systems.

One result of our investigation is that the language abstractions provided by ContextJ, though they already ease the development of context-aware systems, need further improvement. We are currently working on alternative layer composition mechanisms to overcome this issue. We will adapt some abstractions of aspect-oriented programming for layer activation specifications to provide a more declarative way of dealing with the composition of behavioral variations, especially in event-based systems.

Context-dependent applications may require to change a system’s state for a certain context. A simple approach has already been implemented in ContextJ, that is, layers can introduce new state into classes. However, superimposition of state for the time of a layer activation is not supported, yet. The development of appropriate semantics for stateful layers will be considered in future work.

To evaluate COP for distributed applications such as service-based systems, we will set up such a system based on ContextJ and our new layer composition techniques. We will investigate how COP provides suitable abstractions for application requirements in this domain.
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